Crypto Currency Risk Disclosure
The risk of loss in trading crypto currencies can be substantial. You should therefore
carefully consider whether such trading is suitable for you given your financial condition.
Bloc10 LLC (Bloc10) does not control, and cannot endorse or vouch for the accuracy or
completeness of any information or advice you may have received or may receive in the
future from any other person not employed by Bloc10 or displayed on bloc10.com or
totalcryptos.com regarding crypto currency trading or any managed account information. The
factual information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable
but is NOT necessarily all-inclusive and is NOT guaranteed to be 100% accurate. The
content herein is provided on a best efforts basis and is believed to be up-to-date and
accurate; however, there are no explicit or implicit warranties of accuracy or timeliness made
by Bloc10 or affiliates. Crypto trading involves substantial risk and is not for all investors.
Investments or trading in the crypto markets can be highly speculative and should only be
done with risk capital which you can afford to lose and that, if lost, would not change or
adversely affect your lifestyle. The high degree of leverage that is often possible in crypto
trading can work for you as well as against you. The use of leverage can lead to large losses
as well as gains. Managed crypto accounts can be subject to substantial charges for
management and profit incentive Bloc10, and in some cases (Introducing Brokers, Referring
Parties) commissions or mark-ups that are above and beyond the ordinary spread generally
provided on a trade execution platform. It may be necessary for those accounts that are
subject to these charges to make substantial trading profits to avoid depletion or exhaustion
of their assets. Performance results may vary due to account size, starting or closing date,
the number of positions and/or markets traded and/or other factors. This brief statement
cannot disclose all of the risks and other significant aspects of the crypto markets. Therefore,
you should carefully review the disclosures contained on this website to determine whether
such trading is appropriate for you in light of your particular financial condition. There are
also risks associated with utilizing an internet-based dealing execution system software
application, and computerized trading and money management tools including, but not
limited to, the failure of the hardware and software. PAST PERFORMANCE DOES NOT
NECESSARILY GUARANTEE FUTURE RESULTS, nor does it guarantee freedom from
losses. The information contained herein should not be construed as an offer to buy or sell
commodities, futures, securities, or any type of investment. Bloc10 highly recommends that
before making a decision, the reader collects several opinions related to the decision and
verify facts from several independent sources.
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